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MRS. DALE : HAS THE B.B.C. GONE
TOO FAR?

Deuek Meaicin (urifes «« ope« fetter to Sib
Ian Jacob, Director-Creneraf 0/ t/ic B.B.C.

Dear Sir Ian,
When Sir William Haley, your predecessor and

one of my former colleagues, left the B.B.C. to become
Editor of " The Times " he had the reputation of
being one of the most criticised men in Britain. As
you now know only too well yourself, one of the
disadvantages of being the head of such a powerful
organisation as the B.B.C. is that you become the butt
of all those critics who insist that the B.B.C. can
never be right.

I am not one of those individuals. 1 admire the
B.B.C., but at the same time 1, too, have a. complaint
— one which I believe merits your most serious
consideration. It is made on behalf of those thousands
of Swiss citizens living in Britain, and the many
British people who themselves know and love
Switzerland.

It concerns Mrs. Dale's Diary. This, as you
know, is one of the most successful programmes the
B.B.C. has ever broadcast. It is estimated to have a

daily audience of 12 million listeners.
A few weeks ago a character joined Mrs. Dale's

team — a Swiss girl called Trudi Bäume, who was in
London to learn English and study art.

Sir Ian, the only thing that is Swiss about this
girl is her name. Everything she has said and done up
to now has been foreign to Swiss nature.

There are certain inherhent characteristics which
can be found in every Swiss man, woman and child.

Probably the most marked, so far as English
visitors are concerned, is the amazing insistence 011

cleanliness. If any bus tickets, cigarette ends or
spent matches are found 011 a Swiss street they have
been dropped there by tourists. This is not an opinion,
but a fact. Litter-louts are unknown among the Swiss.

I have yet to see a kitchen in Switzerland which
is not a, model of neatness and tidiness.

Then there is the Swiss reputation for hard work.
It is not for nothing that Switzerland is the most
prosperous country in Europe. It is not purely by
luck that this littie country has the world's soundest
currency. This prosperity is due to one main factor
— the almost unlimited capacity for work of the Swiss
citizen.

Idlers and wasters like Trudi Bäume simply do
not exist in Switzerland. It is no defence for the
scriptwriters to say that Trudi is an exception. There
are no exceptions to what I have written above. Trudi
Bäume is a myth — but a myth which is doing
irreparable harm to all the honest Swiss citizens in
this country as well as to Switzerland generally.

By labelling this character " Swiss " the B.B.C.
is libelling the many Swiss girls who are over here to
learn English. They are greatly offended by this slur.
They find it is a source of almost daily embarrassment.
And things are going steadily from bad to worse.

Let us look at this character played by Daphne
Maddox. Trudi is a silly, stupid girl, whose
expensive tastes seem unlimited. She lias a ridiculous
accent, far removed from any Swiss accent I know,

which puts her on the wrong side of listeners from the
start.

Despite all this, young Bob Dale is attracted by
her and seems to think she is an intelligent creature.
They start going out together, and Trudi makes an
utter fool of herself by her goings on.

Then she has measles, and, mercifully, we hear 110

more of her for several days.
But soon she is back with a vengeance. Mrs.

Isabel Fielding falls ill, and about the same time she
is deserted by her maid. So Trudi volunteers to look
after her.

One day Mrs. Dale and her daughter Owen call
to see how she is getting 011 and find the house upside
down. The kitchen is in a terrible state. The sink is
piled high with dishes, and 110 attempt has been made
to clear up the mess.

We learn that Trudi hasn't the slightest idea how
to look after a home. She cannot cook. She does not
know how to light a fire. She is frightened of doing
the shopping. The beds are not made, Mrs. Fielding
has not been getting proper meals, and her son has to
go out to do his homework as there is no comfort in
the cheerless, fireless house.

Then Gwen decides to pay another call on
conceited Trudi. The house is still in a. filthy condi-
tion, but Trudi has the excuse that " it comes dirty
very quickly ".

While Gwen is there a call comes through from
Trudi's boy friend, Hans, asking her to go and see
him. What about sick Mrs. Fielding? Trudi is not
worried. She will only be away two hours, she _
promises, and will bring something back with her for
lunch.

That was at 9 a.m. By 12.30 there is still 110 sign
of her and Mrs. Morgan vows : " When she comes
back I'd give her what! "

Gwen spends the day clearing up the frightful
mess at Mrs. Fielding's. There is so much to do she
has not time to eat. When he arrives home from work
at night, her husband David is naturally furious about
Trudi.

Next we see Trudi standing with Bob in the drive
and giggling away for all she is worth. " I had such
a wonderful time, Bob ", she says. ' My friend took
me to lunch in a nice restaurant After lunch
Hans wanted me to see some friends of his ..."

David, his voice trembling with anger, interrupts
all this to tell Trudi. " When you promise to look
after someone who is ill you do not take the first
opportunity to walk out on them. "

Mrs. Dale tells us that " Trudi behaved very
badly. " Her husband remarks : " What a stupid girl
Trudi is. "

And so it goes on. Trudi, it seems, is always in
the wrong, and as a result of her stupidity Swiss girls
staying with families throughout Britain are having
to suffer.

You may be interested to know, Sir Ian, that
while the B.B.C. is slandering Switzerland in this
manner the Société suisse de radioffusion is running
a powerful campaign in favour of Britain's flood
victims.
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When Trudi Bäume was shocking the women of
Britain by her disgusting conduct at Mrs. Fielding's,
Roger Nordmann of Switzerland's " Chains du
bonheur " was making an impassioned appeal to
Swiss listeners to dial the number 11 on their tele-
phones and asked the special operator to put such-and-
such a sum on their telephone bill to help flood relief.
This appeal was so effective that whithin two or three
days an initial two million francs (£163,300) had been
contributed, and more money was still pouring in.

I hope you will agree with me that Trudi has done
enough damage. Cannot she be pushed over a cliff?
Or be sent back home? Or be made to admit that in
actual fact she is a Stateless person masquerading as
a Swiss in order to excite sympathy.

I shudder to think what additional harm she can
do if she is allowed to continue without check.

ft seems to me that in this matter the writers of
" Mrs. Dale's Diary " have gone a little too far. The
picture they have succeeded in painting of this so-called
Swiss girl, a picture to which they are adding day
after day, is giving people in this country a totally
wrong impression of what the Swiss are really like.

Yours sincerely,
Det'efc Ifeakiw.

• * •
We Itaw; since heard, that the B.B.O. had no

intention to cast a star on onr Sioiss pirts, and that
this winch dismissed and ^'etiowa/ TVndi Bäw-me, ici//
/inaB?/ cmerr/e in a more /awonrahte Br/ht.

£tD.

every scrap- of meat! Such scraps can be the making of

delightful delicacies. Serve up left-overs of fish, flesh or
fowl in Aspic—and you've made luxury out of scarcity '

It's so quick, easy and inexpensive with Maggi® Aspic

Jelly. It oilers many ways of converting left-overs

and odd scraps into nourishing Aspic dishes—as supple-

ments to the main course. Price 2/- per 2 oz tin.
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FOR THE FIFTH TIME THE MOST
ACCURATE WRIST WATCH AT THE

OBSERVATORY OF GENEVA

TF you win five first prizes in seven successive
contests, you have a right to be proud!

That is exactly what the world-famous Omega
30 mm has done. As production starts into the
second million, the Omega 30 mm has won its
fifth victory out of seven consecutive annual
precision contests held at Geneva Observatory.
Scoring 870.3 points, it bettered its own prec/s/on
record for 1950 in the wrist watch category.
And all the world does love a winner! Already
over a million men have chosen the Omega
30 mm, recognising that this timepiece fulfils all
requirements for highest wrist watch accuracy.

Swiss Observatories have
found that in watches made
to be worn on the wrist,
the 30 mm diameter allows
the most precise adjustment.
At Geneva each watch
is tested for 45 days in
five standard positions, at
temperatures ranging from
freezing cold to tropical
heat.
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